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A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BEAVER, TROUT, 
WILDLIFE, AND FOREST 

with special references to beaver and trout 
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A total of 446 references to beaver (Castor canadensis) ecology and the relationships 

of beaver to trout, waterfowl and other wildlife, and forests are presented. Annota- 

* tions of 36 papers selected from the general references deal specifically with the rela- 

tionship of beaver and their activities to wild trout in low to moderately high gradient 

streams in Wisconsin (10), Michigan (9), Minnesota (10), New York (5), Maine (2), 
Massachusetts (1), and Ontario (1). 

COVER: Beaver ponds such as this may increase the lo- 
cal density of furbearers and waterfowl, but on low 
gradient streams common to northern Wisconsin will 

| ultimately destroy the wild brook trout population
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| The degradation of trout habitat by beaver is considered _ higher than before impoundment because of the wider 

a severe threat to wild trout management in Wisconsin. Bea- stream channel and lack of forest canopy for shade. 

ver impoundments serve as heat collecting units in summer All of the above effects of beaver on trout streams have 

and cold storage units in winter, markedly affecting survival been observed but quantitative documentation is very rare 

of resident trout. Such impoundments often lead to the or nonexistent. The Department of Natural Resources has 

buildup of fish that compete with trout for food and space set up a study to quantify the effects of beaver dams and 

(e.g., suckers, chubs, daces and shiners). Higher fish densi- their impoundments upon trout streams and the response of 

ties in the impounded areas also attract greater numbers of these streams to the removal of such dams. 

avian and mammalian predators and increase the likelihood The first step in this study was a literature search to key 

of fish parasites and disease. Decreased water velocities and new research to those areas where quantitative support is 

the sloughing of inundated stream banks within impounded most crucial to proper management of the trout resource. 

stream segments contribute to the siltation of former gravel The bibliography will also provide fish managers with a cur- 

riffles used for food production and trout spawning. rent, readily accessible reference library on the ecology of 

When beaver move out of an area and the dam is beaver and their relationships to trout, waterfowl and other 

breached allowing the impoundment to drain, a wide, shal- wildlife, and forests. References listed range from technical 

low channel flowing through dead timber remains. Stream documents to general discussions and recollections, but par- 

velocities are not sufficient to cut through silt deposits and ticular attention is given to studies directly applicable to 

re-establish a pool-riffle complex similar to that present stream environments found in Wisconsin. 
before impoundment. Stream water temperatures remain - 
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This section addresses all of the relationships between Allen, G. H. 

beaver and forests, fish, waterfowl and other wildlife, with 14. 1956. Age and growth of the brook trout in a Wyo- 

an emphasis on beaver ecology. There are 446 references, al- ming beaver pond. Copeia 1956(1):1-9. 

phabetized by author. A subject index follows the bibliogra- Allen, G. H. and L. G. Claussen 

phy to direct the reader to papers addressing one or more 15. 1960. Selectivity of food by brook trout in a Wyo- 
specific topics. References listed a second or third time in the ming beaver pond. Trans. Am. Fish. Soc. 

index are italicized. | 89:80-81. (T) | 

Papers housed at the Wisconsin Department of Natural 

Resources Technical Library in Madison are designated by a Allred, M. _ | 

(T) following the reference, and include 114 of the 446 refer- 16. 1980. A re-emphasis on the value of the beaver in 

ences listed. An additional 125 papers are available in the natural resource conservation. J. Idaho Acad. 

Wildlife Ecology Library on the University of Wisconsin- Sci. 16(1). 

Madison campus and are indicated with a (W). Almand, J. D. 

: | 17. 1966. Beaver control. Univ. Ga. Coll. Agric. Coop. 
Ext. Serv., Athens. 4 pp. 

BEAVER ECOLOGY AND RELATIONSHIPS Anonymous 
| 18. 1967. Alabama beaver symposium. Ala. Dep. .Con- 

Adams, A. K. serv. Game and Fish Div. 51 pp. 

1. 1949. Beaver vs. trout. Mich. Conserv. 18(2):15-16. 19. 1973. A survey of damage to the forest resource 

(T) | caused by beaver in Alabama. Ala. For. 

2. 1952. Some influences of beaver dams upon Michi- Comm., Montgomery. 8 pp. 

gan trout streams. 13th Midwest Wildl. Conf. Arner, D. H. — 

(T; abstract only available) 20. 1963. Production of duck food in beaver ponds. J. 

3. 1954. Some physio-chemical effects of beaver dams Wildl. Manage. 27(1):76-81. (T) 

upon Michigan trout streams in the Sater- 21. 1964. Research and a practical approach needed in 
smeet Area. Univ. Mich., Ann Arbor. PhD management of beaver and beaver habitat in 

Thesis. 332 pp. the southeastern United States. Proc. 29th 

Aitken, W. W. North Am. Wildl. and Nat. Resour. Conf. pp. 

4. 1937. Beaver in Iowa. Iowa Acad. Sci. 44:175-82. 151-58. (W) 

Aldous, S. E. Arner, D. M., J. Baker, and D. Wesley 

5. 1938. Beaver food utilization studies. J. Wildl. 22. 1966. The management of beaver and beaver ponds 
Manage. 2(4):215-22. (T) in the southeastern United States. Miss. State 

6. 1940. The beaver in Minnesota, a resource and re- Univ., Mississippi State. 17 pp. 

sponsibility. Univ. Minn. Wildl. Conserv. Arner, D. M., D. Wesley, and B. Herring 
Short Course. Publ. by Minn. Wildl. Fed. pp. 23. 1967. Possibilities for recreational development in 

14-17. beaver impounded waters. Pap. presented at 

7. 1947. Some forest-wildlife problems in the lake ae Ont Water Resour. Conf, San Fran 

states. Lake States For. Exp. Stn., St. Paul, , " 
Minn. Pap. No. 6. 11 pp. (W) Arner, D. M., J. Baker, D. Wesley, and B. Herring 

Aleksuik. M 24. 1969. Aninventory and study of beaver impounded 

exSUIK, . oe ee water in Mississippi. Proc. 23rd Annu. Conf. 
8. 1968. Scent-mound communication, territoriality, Southeast. Assoc. Game and Fish Comm. 

and population regulation in beaver (Castor 23:110-28. (T) 

canadensis Kuhl). J. Mammal. 49(4):759-62. " " 
(W) Arner, D. M. and J. S. DuBose 

9. 1968b. The metabolic adaptation of the beaver 25. 1979. Increase in beaver impounded water in Mis- 

(Castor canadensis Kuhl) to the Arctic energy sissippi over a ten-year period. Proc. Annu. 

regime. Univ. B. C., Vancouver, PhD Thesis. Conf. Somes Assoc. Fish and Game Agen- 

10. 1969. The winter metabolic depression in Arctic cies 32:150-53. (T) 

beavers (Castor canadensis Kuhl) with com- Atzert,S. P. 
parisons to California beavers. Can. J. Zool. 26. 1971. A review of sodium monofluoroacetate (com- 

47:965-79. pound 1080) - its properties, toxicology, and 

use in predator and rodent control. U.S. Fish 

11. 1970a. The function of the tail as a fat storage depot and Wildl. Serv. Spec. Sci. Rep. No. 146. 34 

in the beaver (Castor canadensis). J. Mam- pp. 

mal. 51(1):145-48. (W) | Babcock, H. L. 

12. 1970b. The seasonal food regime of arctic beavers. 27. 1925. The beaver as a factor in the development of 

Ecol. 51(2):264-70. (W) New England. Bull. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist. 

Aleksuik, M. and I. M. Cowan No. 37. 

13. 1969. Aspects of seasonal energy expenditure in the Bailey, R. W. 

beaver (Castor canadensis Kuhl) at the north- 28. 1952. A resurvey of West Virginia beavers. West 
ern limit of its distribution. Can. J. Zool. Va. Dep. Nat. Resour. Final Rep., Pittman- 

47(4):471-81. (W) Robertson Proj. 30-R. 80 pp. (W) 3



29. 1954. Status of beaver in West Virginia. J. Wildl. Bergtold, W. H. 
Manage. 18(2):184-90. (W) 47. 1900. Beaver in Colorado. Recreat. Mag. (13):425- 

Bailey, R. W. and R. F. Stephens 30. (W) 
| 30. 1951. Some effects of beaver on fish and wildlife. Berry, S. S. 

West Va. Conserv. 15(6):11-16. 48. 1924. Observations on a Montana beaver canal. 
Bailey, S. W Smithsonian Rep. for 1922, U.S. Gov. Print. 

31. 1944. A laborer worthy of his hire. Bull. Mass. Au- Off., Wash., D.C. pp. 297-308. (W) 
: dubon Soc. 28(1):19-20. Besheers, W. W., Jr. | 

, Bailey, V. 49. 1960. The nuisance beaver problem in Alabama. 
32. 1922. Beaver habits, beaver control and possibili- Rew th Ala. Game and Fish Biol. Meet., 

ties in beaver farming. U.S. Dep. Agric. Bull. uburn. 
No. 1078. 31 pp. (W) 50. 1967. Status of the beaver in Alabama. pp. 2-6. in 

33. 1927. Beaver habits and experiments in beaver cul- Proc. a Ala. poaver Symp. Ala. Dep. Con- 
ture. U.S. Dep. Agric. Tech. Bull. No. 21. 39 serv. Game and Fish Div. | 
pp. (W) Besser, J. E. and J. F. Welch 

Ballou, R. M. 51. 1959. Chemical-repellents for the control of mam- 
34. 1950. Wildlife activity on beaver ponds in Jackson Wd oe oe ean Trans. North Am. 

Hole. Univ. Mich. Sch. For. and Conserv., idl. Cont. 24:166-73. 
MF Thesis. 124 pp. Boetiger, R. W. 

. 52. 19??. Management of beaver to benefit waterfowl] Banfield, A. W. F. é ; . 
35. 1954. Tularemia in beavers and muskrats, in Maine. araing Der Inland Fish and Game, 

Waterton Lakes National Park, Alberta, 4 pp. (mimeo) (T) 
1952-53. Can. J. Zool. 32:139-43. (W) 53. 1967. Managing Maine’s beavers: how and why. 

Barger, N. R. Maine Fish and Game, Winter Issue, 1966-67. 
36. 1947. A peak in Wisconsin’s beaver harvest. Wis. (T) 

Conserv. Bull. 12(11):1-5. (T) Bovet, J. and E. F. Oertle 
, Baskett, T. S., D. A. Darrow, D. L. Hallett. M_J. 54. 1974. Free running circadian activity rhythms in 

Armbruster, J. A. Ellis, B. F. Sparrowe, and P. A. Korte ane ere peaver eer canadensis). J. 
37. 1980. A handbook for terrestrial habitat evaluation omp. Physiol. 92:1-10. (W) | in central Missouri. U.S. Fish and Wildl. Boyce, M. S. | . 

Serv. Resour. Publ. 133:99-105. 55. 1974. Beaver population ecology in interior Alaska. | 
Bates. J. W. | Univ. Alaska, Fairbanks, MS Thesis. 161 pp. 

38. 1963. The effects of beaver on stream flow. Utah Bradt, G. W. 
° State Dep. Fish and Game Inf. Bull. No. 63- 56. 19388. Report on nuisance beaver control, 1931. 

13. 87-pp. (W; summary only available) Mich. Acad. Sci., Arts, and Lett. 17:509-13. 
Beard, E. B. 57. 1985. Michigan’s beaver-trout management pro- 

39. 1953. The importance of beaver in waterfowl man- gram. Trans. Am. Fish. Soc. 65:253-57. (T) 
agement at the Seney National Refuge. J. 58. 1938. A stud . wae . . . y of beaver colonies in Michigan. J. 

Beckbane, A. B. qe . 
40. 1922. The case against the beaver. For. and Stream 59.1939. a ( 1ytB6-89 CW) of beaver. J. Mammal. 

92(5):203, 236, 239-40. (T) " cS 
, 60. 1940. Note on breeding of beavers. J. Mammal. Bednarik, K. E. 21:220-21. 

41. 1966. Status of beaver in Ohio. Ohio Div. Wildl. 
Prog. Rep., Pittman-Robertson Proj. W-104- 61. 1941. Beaver management pays. Mich. Conserv. 
R9. 15 pp. (mimeo) 10(5):4-5. 

Beer, J. 62. 1942. Epizootic tularemia in the beaver, Castor 
42. 1942. Notes onthe winter food of beavers in the Pa- canadensis, and the contamination of stream 

louse prairies, Washington. J. Mammal. water with Pasteurella tularensis. Am. J. Hy- 
23(4):444-45. (W) giene 36:168-82. 

43. 1955. Movements of tagged beavers. J. Wildl. Man- 63. 1947. Michigan beaver management. Mich. Dep. 
age. 19(4):492-93. (W) Conserv. Game Div. 56 pp. (T) 

Benson. §. B Brenner, F. J. 
nson, ©. 0. . ledge. Auk 44. 1936. Notes on the sex ratio and breeding of the 64. 1960a rarer nesting on a beaver ledge. Au 

beaver in Michigan. Univ. Mich. Mus. Zool. ae " 
Occas. Pap. No. 335:1-6. (W) 65. 19605 Life history and general ecology of the beaver 

(Castor canadensis) in Crawford County, 
Bergerud, A. T. and D. R. Miller Pennsylvania. Penn. State Univ., Univ. Park, 

45. 1977. Population dynamics of Newfoundland bea- MS Thesis. 102 pp. 
ver. Can. J. Zool. 55(9):1,480-92. (T; abstract 66. 1962. Foods consumed by beavers in Crawford 
only available) County, Pennsylvania. J. Wildl. Manage. 

Berghofer, C. B. 26(1):104-107. (W) 

46. 1961. Movement of beaver. Proc. Annu. Conf. 67. 1964. Reproduction of the beaver in Crawford 
West. Assoc. State Game and Fish Comm. County, Pennsylvania. J. Wildl. Manage. 

4 41:191-84. 28(4):743-47. (W)



68. 1967. Spatial and energy requirements of beavers. Chabreck, R. H. 
Ohio J. Sci. 67(4):242-46. 86. 1958. Beaver-forest relationships in St. Tammany 

Brooks, R. P. and R. A. Lancia Parish, Louisiana. J. Wildl. Manage. 

69. 1977. Beaver workshop. Trans. Northeast Fish and 22(2):179-88. 
Wildl. Conf. 33:153-57. (T) Chapman, F. B. 

Brooks, R. P., M. W. Fleming, and J. J. Kennelly 87. 1949. The beaver in Ohio. J. Mammal. 30(2):174- 

70. 1980. Beaver colony response to fertility control: 79. (W) 

evaluating a concept. J. Wildl. Manage. Cleland, L. 
44(3):568-75. (T) 88. 1962. Cutting work of beaver. Am. Biol. Teacher 

Brown, J. H. | 24(2):100-104. 

71. 1944. The susceptibility of fur bearing animals and ~ Clemson, D. 
game birds to tularemia. Can. Field Nat. 89. 1964. The industrious beaver. Can. Audubon 

58(2):55-60. 26(3):74-77. 

Brown, M. K. and G. Parsons Cliff, E. P. | 
72. 1976. Reliability of fall aerial censuses in locating 90. 1936. The beaver, empire builder and conservation- 

active beaver colonies in northern New York. ist. Utah Juniper 7:23-26. 

N.Y. Dep. Environ. Conserv. Prog. Rep., Cook. D. B 

Pittman-Robertson Proj. W-135-D. 4 pp. (T) 91. 1940. Beaver trout relations. J. Mammal. 
73. 1979. Waterfowl production on beaver flowages ina 21(4):397-401. (T) | 

part of northern New York. N. Y. Fish and 92. 1942. Notes on the summer food habits of beaver. 

Game J. 26(2):142-53. (T) Pa. Game News 13(4):14-15. (T) 
Bryant, H. C. | 

74, 1915. California's fur bearing mammals. Calif. Fish °° 1948. History of a beaver colony. J. Mammal. 
and Game (1):96-107. 

Buckley, J. L Cook, F. B. . 
75. 1950 , The ecology and economics of the beaver 94. 1940. Beaver study reveals damage to timber, corn 

State Univ. New York Coll. For., Syracuse, only negligible. Miss. Game and Fish 4(12):4. 

PhD Thesis. 251 pp. (T; table of contents, ___ Cooper, W. L. as, , 
personal notes, summary and literature cited 95. 1970. Preliminary investigation of certain beaver 

sections only available) control methods in Alabama. Auburn Univ., 
MS Thesis. 85 pp. | 

Buckley, J. L. and W. L. Libby ae: 
76. 1955. Growth rates and age determination in Alas- Cooper, W. L., R. K. Williams, and D. W. Speake 

kan beaver. Trans. North. Am. Wildl. Conf. 96. 1973. The use of sweetgum and storax as possible 

20:496-507. (W) attractants for beaver. Proc. Annu. Conf. 
B G Southeast. Assoc. Game and Fish Comm. 

ump, oe 26:209-11. 
77. 1941. Problems of beaver management in a fish and 

game program. Trans. North. Am. Wildl. Couch, L. K. 
Conf. 6:300-306. (T) 97. 1942. Trapping and transplanting live beaver. U.S. 

Fish and Wildl. Serv. Conserv. Bull. 30. 20 
Bump, G. and A. H. Cook pp. (T) 

78. 1941. Black gold - The story of the beaver in New " 
York State. N.Y. State Conserv. Dep. Man- Cowan, I. McT., A. J. Wood, and W. D. Kitts 
age. Bull. No. 2. 16 pp. (T) 98. 1957. Feed requirements of deer, beaver, bear, and 

79. 1947. A breather for the beaver. N.Y. State Con- ae or eon an’. epee Trans. 

serv., April-May issue. " " a " 
Cox, W. T. 

Byford, J. L. , wae gs 99. 1940. The beaver—friend of the forest. Am. For. 
80. 1974. Beavers in Tennessee: Control, utilization 46(10):448-50, 476-577. (W) 

and management. Univ. Tenn. Agric. Ext. " , ° 
Serv., Knoxville, Publ. 687:1-15. (W) Dalke, P. D. 

100. 1947. The beaver in Missouri. Mo. Conserv. 8(6):1- 
Call, M. W. 3 

81. 1960. A study of the Pole Mountain beaver and ° 
their relation to the brook trout fishery. Wyo. Denmark, D. E. 

Game and Fish Comm. Coop. Res. Proj. 2. 101. 1948. James Bay beaver conservation. The Beaver 
126 pp. (Sept. issue):38-43. (W) 

82. 1966. Beaver pond ecology and beaver trout rela- 
tionships in southeastern Wyoming. Wyo. Denney, R. N. 
Game and Fish Dep. Final Rep., Pittman- 102. 1951. A program for beaver administration and 

Robertson Proj. FW-14-R. 296 pp. management in Colorado. Colo. A & M Coll., 

83. 1966. Beaver trout relationship study. Wyo. Game Fort Collins, MS Thesis. 125 pp. (T) 
and Fish Comm. 350 pp. 103. 1952. A summary of North American beaver man- 

Carhart, A. H. agement, 1946-48. Colo. Game and Fish Dep. 

84. 1939. Beaver survey, Colorado. Colo. Game and Current Rep. 28. 58 pp. (W) 

Fish Comm. Prog. Rep. Pittman-Robertson Dennington, M. and B. Johnson 

Proj. Colo. 2-R, Vol. 1. 28 pp. (W) 104. 1974. Studies of beaver habitat in the Mackenzie 
Carr, W. H. Valley and northern Yukon. Ottawa Inf. Can. 

85. 1940. Beaver and birds. Bird-Lore 42:141-46. (T) 172 pp. 5



Dickinson, N. R. , | Gill, D. 
105. 1967. Status of beaver populations in eastern War- 122. 1972. The evolution of a discrete beaver habitat in 

ren County. N.Y. Dep. Environ. Conserv. | the Mackenzie River Delta, Northwest Terri- 
Prog. Rep., Pittman-Robertson Proj. W-116- tories. Can. Field. Nat. 86(3):233-39. (W) 

D (mimeo) ° - Godbee, J. and T. Price 

106. 1971. Aerial photographs as an aid in beaver man- 123. 1975. Beaver damage survey. Ga. For. Comm. 24 
| agement. N.Y. Fish and Game J. 18(1):57-61. pp. 

| (W) Gordon, K. L. and D. H. Arner 
Dugmore, A. R. 124. 1977. Preliminary study using chemosterilants for 

107. 1954. Theromance of the beaver. J. B. Lippincott & control of nuisance beaver. Proc. Annu. Conf. 

| Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 225 pp. | Southeast. Assoc. Game and Fish. Comm. 
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| The annotated references deal specifically with the relation- fish, etc.). Each successive generation of beaver 

ship of beaver and their activities to wild trout and trout moved upstream or downstream to build other dams 

streams similar to those found in Wisconsin, Minnesota and and increase the height of old ones. Finally, the en- 

Michigan. There are 36 annotated references alphabetized tire stream was blocked both up and down. Water 

by author. They are numbered to correspond to their cita- temperatures increased and trout had to move or die. 

tion in the General References, where the complete reference The author found large numbers of dead trout in var- 

is given. The limited number of annotations reflects a pau- ious beaver flows in August and eited another indi- 

city of quantitative information relative to the specific im- vidual who found 8 dead trout (4-12 inches) in an- 

pact of beaver activities on trout habitat and trout popula- other beaver flow on a stream flowing into the Cedar . 

tions. Papers of particular interest because of the River. Predation on trout eggs and fry by immense 

quantitative data they contain are marked with an asterisk quantities of minnows, chubs and horned dace and, 

(*) at the beginning of the reference. In the case of several in many beaver flows visited, small perch, sunfish, 

lengthy papers, information provided in the annotation is and bass accounted for the absence of small trout. 

that relative to the subject. Two references were not avail- The author described conditions on some New York 

able to me, but are included in the annotated bibliography streams and rivers which he fished. Numerous dams 

because of their apparent relevance to the beaver-trout issue preventing free passage of trout, dead trout found on 

on low gradient streams. the aprons of dams, and other detrimental character- 
istics attributable to the beaver are discussed. 

1. Adams (1949) — A popularized article dealing with 63. Bradt (1947) — Chapter 6, Beaver vs. Trout Contro- 
the controversy surrounding beaver management in versy, contains the only information pertinent. The 

Michigan, the need for data on which to base a man- basis for developing a beaver-trout management pro- | 

agement policy considerate of all interests, and the gram evolved from a vociferous group of complain- : 

efforts of the Conservation Department to obtain ants — the trout fishermen. J. C. Salyer of the Insti- 
such data. The latest effort to obtain information on tute for Fisheries Research gathered facts during 

beaver-trout relations involves a new research 1933-34 upon which to base such a program. Ex- 

project headed by the author at the Hunt Creek cerpts from Salyer’s report are presented in this | 
Fisheries Experiment Station. It is an attempt to fol- chapter. An emergency 15-day beaver trapping sea- 

low beaver-trout relations over a period of years to son was initiated in the fall of 1934 and again in the 

learn the changes in trout carrying capacity char ge- spring of 1935 to reduce beaver populations before | 

able to the beaver. The study focuses on the Middle — inaugurating a system of control. Over 5,000 beaver 

Branch of the Ontonagon River and a tributary of dams were removed between 1934 and 1936. The re- 

the Paint River. A brief synopsis of methodologies sults of these efforts are still the subject of contro- 
used and observations made the first summer of the | versy. The only conclusion stated was that beaver 

study are discussed. Unanswered questions and sev- - dams are detrimental to trout fishing on sluggish 

eral phases of the beaver-trout problem to be at- streams, and beneficial in certain types of rapid 
tacked in the future are suggested. No quantitative streams. “However, beaver dams are rarely benefi- 

data are presented. cial to trout after the first two or three years, and 

*2. Adams (1952). Definite warming of streams in their often become distinctly detrimental if allowed to re- 

passage through either a long pond or a series of main for long periods. Enough exceptions to these 

dams is demonstrated. Beaver pond water exhibited conclusions occur, however, to prevent them from 

a definite loss of oxygen as revealed by biochemical being accepted by all fishermen.’ The only quantita- 

oxygen demand tests in the field. Catch rates (catch/ tive information presented is from Salyer’s report 

hour) varied little between the open waters of published in 1935. | 

Ontonagon River and a headwater beaver pond on 77. Bump (1941) — General history of the beaver popula- 

nearby Morrison Creek; but on Hunt Creek catch tion in New York and the use of trapping and trans- 
rates behind dams were considerably better than the planting as management techniques for population 

overall average of the stream. In time, many Michi- control are discussed. Nine liabilities and seven as- 

gan beaver ponds became dominated by creek chubs sets of beaver are presented that must be considered 
rather than the favored brook trout; figures for the in a management program. No quantitative data are 

relative numbers of these two species, as obtained by presented. 

different methods, are conflicting. A study on the 78, Bump and Cook (1941) — Following the history of 

barrier effects of beaver dams on normal trout move- b ‘n New York. thi lists ni bl 

ments was inconclusive, but it appears that the fish eaver in New York, this paper ists nine prodlems 
; ; which followed the train of beaver reintroductions in 

can pass over some dams at times of high water. Re- the state. No att bj de t tity th 

overy of streams following beaver occupancy is a e State. No attempt Is mace O quantity the 
© y vhs . ; problems. The sixth problem was ‘‘Reduction in the 

long-term proposition requiring more improvement productivity of slow-moving trout waters through 

than fe remowa’ of “ams with oynamnte. Good or the elimination of spawning grounds, the smothering 

pae d ees extent and dura pron of beaver oct, of trout eggs by silt, by decreasing the available oxy- 

. ; gen in the ponds, by raising water temperatures, and 

pancy, and to other local conditions, the most Impor- through the barrier effect of beaver dams.’ A list of 

tant of which are: the number of dams, the original seven benefits resulting from an increased beaver 
bottom type, the ground water supply, the presence . . 

. population 1s also given. 
or absence of spawning beds above and below the 
ponds, and creek chub competition. 7 91. Cook 00) Comments are based on “ecaars 

; of general observation made throughout New York. 

3. Adams (1954) — Not available to author. A brief synopsis of the life histories and ecological re- 

40. Beckbane (1922) — Conclusions arrived at in this ar- quirements of brook trout, brown trout and beaver is 

ticle resulted from 12 years of residence and 20 sum- presented, followed by a discussion of the effects of 
mers passed within the Adirondack Forest Reserves beaver on trout habitat and ecology. Potential ef- 

of New York state by the author. The first few years fects of beaver activities on stream temperatures, 
of impoundment benefitted the trout as water tem- dissolved oxygen, production of bottom insects, 

18 peratures increased along with food supplies (bait water regulation, trout movement, trout reproduc-



tion, and angler harvest of trout are discussed. The the Two Island River (2.12 vs. 1.71). The average 
monetary value of the beaver pelt and the value of size of brook trout caught in beaver ponds on both 
the beaver pond to black ducks, deer and other streams was more than an inch larger than trout 
furbearers are mentioned. A concluding statement caught in stream areas (7.25 inches vs. 6.15 inches). 
emphasizes that the activities of the beaver be fairly A higher percentage of anglers fishing beaver ponds 

judged and that the animals be condemned as harm- on both the Caribou and Two Island rivers were 
ful to trout only on valid evidence. No supportive more successful at catching trout than anglers fish- 
quantitative data are presented. ing the remainder of the streams. Beaver ponds on 

110. Evans (1948) — This study quantitatively docu- the Fwo Island River were older than those on the 
| - ments that beaver ponds increase water tempera- Caribou River leading to the speculation that differ- 

tures on North Shore trout streams in Minnesota. Of ences in pond age may account for the difference in 
- 10 ponds checked on 8 different streams, 8 had higher observed catch rates. 

temperatures at the outlet than at the inlet. In- Beaver ponds on the Caribou and Two Island rivers 
creases of 6 F or more occurred in 7 instances. Outlet did not appear to be a critical factor in warming the 

temperature of 4 ponds exceeded the lethal limit of : streams up to lethal levels for brook trout. A combi- 
75 F for brook trout. Optimum temperatures of 68 F nation of ample shade and spring water below and 
for brook trout were already exceeded on 4 ponds at above the ponds prevented this from occurring. 

the inlet and 9 at the outlet. In five cases, the ponds Other studies of the effects of beaver ponds on water 
were responsible for temperatures above the brook temperatures, insect fauna and riparian vegetation 
trout optimum. Optimum temperatures for brown are discussed. 
trout, 75 F, were exceeded on only 1 stream at the * _ . | . 

: inlet and on 3 at the outlet. Considerable differences 139. None ch e str one with sedi cones todo ‘mile 

were found between surface and bottom tempera- and discharges of 1-7 cfs. Fishing pressure was 
tures with the latter usually favorable to trout. Little greater on streams with fewer beaver impound- 

seepage of colder bottom waters through the dam ments. On individual streams, a preference was 
was found. Maximum temperatures at the outlets shown for fishing in streams vs. beaver ponds. Trout 
were usually comparable to surface temperatures from beaver ponds were of larger average size than 
above the dams. “When ponds become so numerous those taken from stream areas. Standing crop in a 
as to eliminate shade from and impound fifty percent stream with many beaver ponds on it was almost five 

of a stream, the effect is definitely detrimental from times greater in the ponded areas than in stream 

the temperature standpoint.” areas, but poor natural reproduction and/or survival 
The effects of beaver ponds on trout reproduction of young trout was documented. In a stream with 

and migration, and the food production and few beaver impoundments, standing stock was simi- 
fishability of streams are discussed. Contrary to lar in ponds and stream areas and natural reproduc- 
studies in Michigan, there is no indication that Min- tion was good. In another stream, the number of 

nesota ponds became worthless for fishing in a short small trout was greatest under stream conditions and 
period. The value of beaver ponds to waterfow! in declined progressively during three stages of pond- 
Minnesota and Michigan is discussed. On low gradi- ing, i.e., new pond, old pond inactive, old pond reac- 

ent streams, beaver pond drainage was observed by tivated. In streams with many beaver ponds, large 
the author to do more harm than good. Surface area populations of minnows were present. In streams 
was reduced only slightly while the main effect was with few impoundments, the fish populations con- 
reduced depth. Attempts to reestablish shade along sisted primarily of trout and sculpins. 

str Cams have failed in Minnesota. “The above diffi- Impoundments raised water temperatures. Beaver 
culties coupled with the obvious value of beaver dams appeared to act as barriers to fish movement 

ponds to waterfowl, the value of the beaver as a fur and viability of trout eggs spawned below dams was 
resource, and the value of ponds as reservoirs for use low. Trout in beaver ponds were observed to occupy 

in fire control indicate the need for an extremely only the stream channel. Bottom fauna of ponds was 

thorough analysis before dam removal is attempted greater than in stream sections but was comprised of 
for stream improvement purposes. In the Lake less desirable food groups. Beaver dams are usually 
States where the problem is more important than maintained for 3-5 years on the North Shore. Recov- 
elsewhere in the midwest, critical summer weather ery of normal stream bottom fauna occurs in 1-3 
conditions prevail for relatively short periods. Unless years, but the return of upland vegetation on previ- 

heavy trout mortality occurs, frequently the cost of ously flooded areas is much slower. The flat beds of 
pond reduction can hardly be Justified, p articularly former beaver impoundments are usually covered 
if all or some of the other values will be lost. with soggy, peaty soil that favors sedges and marsh 

138. Hale (1950) — Investigations were carried out on the plants. The soil water in them has a low pH and is 

Caribou and Two Island rivers (both wild brook high in ferrous iron, both conditions inhibitory to the 
trout streams) and the Sucker River (a stocked establishment of upland vegetation which provides 
brook and brown trout stream) to determine: if shade for the stream. 

stocking of certain brook trout streams was neces- *140. Hale and Jarvenpa (1950) — This study involves ae- 
sary; if beav er ponds on trout streams have any rial surveys and creel censuses of two North Shore 

value; and if intensive stream improvement work streams. Catch/man hour was much higher in beaver 
was beginning to show results. ponds than in stream sections. Average size of brook 
Relative to the second objective, the catch of anglers trout from beaver ponds was much greater than the 
fishing beaver ponds vs. the catch of anglers fishing average size of trout from stream sections. Attempts 
the stream sections in both the Caribou and Two Is- to reestablish shade along beaver-damaged streams 
land rivers were compared. Approximately 16% of were failures. Studies in the United States and Can- 
all fishermen on each stream fished in beaver pond ada relating beaver ponds to water temperature 

areas. Catch/man hour was higher in beaver ponds changes, changes in riparian vegetation, fish move- 
than in the remainder of the stream on the Caribou ment, spawning beds, and insect fauna are discussed. 
River (2.79 vs. 1.96). Similar results were noted on The following conclusions are based on all available 19



Minnesota evidence on beaver-trout relationships as 174. Hodgdon and Hunt (1955) — This paper deals with 

well as studies conducted in nearby states: (1) 1.8 the description, life history, ecological relationship 

beaver ponds/mile on study streams; (2) immediate to man and other animals, and management strate- 

result of beaver establishment on most trout streams gies concerning beaver. Observations on brook trout 

seems favorable for trout yield; (8) great tempera- relationships with beaver were made, but no special 
ture changes have not been noted due to impound- study of the problem was initiated because it ap- 

ments; (4) as beaver ponds age, they deteriorate as peared too time consuming. A case of a beaver flow- 
trout habitats. Removal of shade trees and shrubs age producing “‘many large trout (1 to 1 1/2 Ib) for 

causes increase in water temperatures. Silting de- the size of the brook’ is stated, but quantitative data 

stroys spawning areas especially in small tributary are lacking. The dam had been intact for about 6 
streams which were once nursery areas. An aging years and fishermen came from miles around to fish. 

pond is shallower, and trout are concentrated in Excerpts from a study by R. S. Rupp (1954) on 

small areas making them highly vulnerable to an- Sunkhaze Stream in Penobscot County are 
glers. There is a net decrease in insect fauna preferred presented. These excerpts depict volume production 

by trout as a pond ages and fills in; (5) presence of of insects in impounded areas and measurable, but 

large numbers of beaver structures often renders not serious, reduction in water quality. Dams consti- 
man-made improvements inoperative; (6) creation tuted a serious obstacle to upstream movement of 

of a beaver pond and inevitable succession of that trout but a lesser obstacle to downstream movement. 
pond into a grassy marsh greatly retards reforesta- The general tone of this paper is that. the assets to 
tion, shading and water retention. Many decades wildlife resulting from the presence of beaver out- | 

elapse between the time a colony moves away and weigh the liabilities in Maine. | 

the time that a new suitable trout environment can 183. Hovind (1948) — This study centers in Marinette 7 

be developed. | County during the past 10 years. A total of 228 dams 

- and flowages were checked. Sixty-five percent 
153. Haugstad (1970a) — Effective methods were devel- showed tin er damage appraised at $11,617 (1,700 

oped to control beavers and to restore beaver-dam- acres). Fires burned 4,342 acres but caused losses of 

aged trout habitat in the low-gr adient str ealms of only $7,442. Fires destroy less valuable trees. Beaver 
east central Minnesota. About 75 miles of fair -to- flowages caused loss of winter deer yards, damage to 

good-quality trout waters were created by applying resort property by flooding and cutting of trees, loss 

beaver contr ol to 200 miles of stream. The beaver of shade along streams (particularly trout waters), 
control project was operated for two years in which destruction of timber around spring holes and head- 

at least 617 beavers, 482 beaver dams, and numerous waters of streams, damage to farm lands and crops, 

feed beds were removed. Later str cam inspections and damage to highways. There is an additional loss 

found that about 50 b eavers had survived in the con- of 300-400 cords of aspen felled by beaver for food 
trolled areas (200 miles), but only 8r emained in the annually in Marinette County. Damage in certain 
suitable trout waters (75 miles). A p TOBTESSIVE SYS" spruce areas of Minnesota is greater than the value of 
tem of beaver control was used which included beaver fur produced in the same areas. 

stream surveillance, professional trapping before the Michi timates that 25% of the; 7 f 
open season, open-season trapping, and final eradica- ' c : ore es be es th , to be mileage 3 
tion by state workers with traps, firearms and Foul streams pecomes the bottom of beaver ponds 
d ite. : every 10 years. Marinette County experienced tim- 

ynarmn . ber losses along 35 miles of stream in 10 years. Fish- 
The main trout habitat problems before the project ermen report good catches of large trout in beaver 
were associated with: reduced shade, warmed waters, flowages during the first few years of existence. After 
silted spawning and food-producing areas, poor bank that, conditions usually become unfavorable for 
cover, and poor channel characteristics. Trout popu- trout and good fishing is over in that particular 
lation increases were significant one year after the stretch of water. Average length of time beaver use a 
project was started. In addition to the beaver control dam is 4-5 years. There is little evidence that shows 

. project, stream improvement projects completed be- old flowages becoming restocked with valuable tree 
tween 1952 and 1969 on about 30 miles of trout species as fast as new flowages are being made. It 
streams in southeast and east central Minnesota are may take up to 100 years before some abandoned 

discussed and evaluated. flowages become restocked with trees. Author sug- 

. ests eliminating beavers from streams flanked b 
154. Haugstad (19706) — This is a step-by-step approach excellent growth of cedar, spruce and balsam. “A 

to how to conduct a beaver control oper ation ase sound beaver management program should never 

upon the author's first-hand exper tence I con lose sight that wood is a necessity and fur coats a 
ducting a two-year beaver control operation on 200 luxury.” 

miles of low-gradient trout water in central Minne- y 

sota’s Pine County. Methods to gain the support of 206. Knudsen (1951) — A popularized article describing 

the general public, the trapper, the local citizenry the beaver, its habits, the benefits associated with its 

and riparian landowners are discussed. Techniques presence in the forest community, and the liabilities 

for removing beaver dams and feed beds are associated with too many beaver. No quantitative 
presented. data are given. 

; ; : , 208. Knudsen (1959) — A popularized article pointing out 
171. Hine (1962) — This popularized article focuses on re- the benefits of beaver ponds to waterfowl, muskrats, 

cent management recommendations for beaver made mink, otter, raccoon, deer, black bear and woodcock. 

by a special beaver-trout-forestr y committee. A sce- Also discusses the paradox of the relationship of bea- 
nario of beaver-trout-forest relationships in Wiscon- ver ponds to trout and other wildlife; i.e., ponds in- 
sin Is presented based upon the facts which guided crease In game production with age but are at their 

the committee in making their management recom best for production of trout when they are new. 
mendations. The latter relies heavily upon intensive 

studies of beaver ponds recently completed by Wis- *209. Knudsen (1962) — During the period 1950 to 1958, 

20 consin research biologist George Knudsen. 353 beaver ponds were visited and detailed observa-



tions were made of many ecological relationships be- in the saturated soils of old meadows. Chemical char- 
tween beaver and trout habitat, forests, and other acteristics (D.O., pH, Fe) are given for ponds and 
wildlife species. A typical sequence of habitat altera- ground water. Ground waters had low D.O., low pH tions resulting from beaver impoundments involving and high Fe content. These conditions are all unfa- 
four stages of floodplain change is described. During vorable for growth of upland vegetation and even for 
beaver impoundment (stage 2), the most rapid and lowland trees if exposed for extended periods. 
pronounced habitat changes occur . Trout habitat is 287. Patterson (1950) — Beaver ponds increase water tem- ithe same tine vildfe hails proved and ——=«=«=erauTE I. porteatern Wisconsin, An average i ; crease oO rom inlet to outlet was recorded with a wildlife is produced, often in abundance, on the bea- maximum increase of 19 F. On the Peshtigo, Oconto 
ver p ond. D estr uction of timber by Pooding was con- and Wolf rivers, anglers reported good trout fishing sidered negligible based on an average of 0.35 acre during the first 2-4 years after the primary dam was 
destroyed per beaver pond. When beaver popula- built, followed by rapid deterioration. Although tions are high, cutting may destroy 3,000 to 4,000 many good-sized trout (15-16 inches) have been 
acres of timber (primarily aspen) per year. Pioneer caught from beaver ponds, investigation has not re- trees cut by beaver are replaced rapidly by the more vealed whether the fishing would be as good or better shade-tolerant dominants in the understories. By se- if ponds were not there. Beaver dams slow down lecting aspen and thus favoring the growth of less stream flow causing an accumulation of silt and panty on at beaver on . , oqueing the carrying muck. This destroys spawning areas and smothers 

. trout eggs. Dams may also present barriers to trout The findings of this study support conclusions in the and interfere with spawning runs. No all-inclusive literature that beaver impoundments on slow-flow- statements can be made concerning the effects of ing trout streams do much more harm to trout beaver ponds on trout water e northeastern is: habitat than good. Beaver ponds were found to be consin, many formerly cold feeder creeks have been | excellent producers of important game species such plugged with dams to such an extent that some of the as ducks and muskrats, and many other wildlife spe- reer trout streams have became extessively warm. cies were found to use beaver ponds much more read- umerous spring ponds have been changed into ex- ily and in greater densities than they used the flood- tensive flowages with angling success reported plain either above or below the pond. Specific poorer each year. 
recommendations made by a special beaver-trout- *288. Patterson (1951) — Peshtigo River: Beaver dams forestry committee of Wisconsin Conservation De- were beneficial in providing good fishing in the flow- partment personnel, based on the results of this ages for 2-4 years. Beaver dams were detrimental in study, involved a classification of areas in which bea- increasing water temperatures of feeder streams, de- __ ver should be controlled in accordance with fish and priving the main stream of cold water. Beaver dams forest management interests and areas in which bea- destroyed immediate bank cover of feeders by flood- 
ver should be kept at optimum numbers. ing, destroyed normal stream conditions, created 225. Lawrie (1921) — Not available to author. pond conditions which no longer provided good trout 

| , fishing, and changed soil conditions in beaver ponds a4. Longley and Moyle (1963) — This paper documents so that natural reforestation is slow. Oconto River: the history and economics of the beaver in Minne- : . . . Beaver flowages are increasing water temperatures. sota and the natural life history of beaver and vari- . tae . : Fishermen report brook trout fishing prior to 1941 ous methods of beaver management in Minnesota. A wae . . Lg . was very good. Fishing has since greatly deteriorated section, ““Beaver values, plus and minus, as related é é ys due to numerous beaver dams in spite of annual to management”’, includes discussion of the effects of | . . . ; stocking of brook trout. Large areas of streamside beaver on trout streams. Brief summaries of studies : . ea, ae . vegetation have been killed and siltation of flowage by J. G. Hale (1966) on Minnesota North Shore . . . : areas Is extensive. Wolf River System: A case history trout streams, D. S. Shetter and M. J. Whalls . . : ar of the destruction of Ninemile Creek as an excellent (1955) on a Michigan trout stream, and G. J. Knud- brook trout st t hich ‘es f sen (1962) on Wisconsin trout streams are presented. rook ‘Tout stream to one which now carries few No additional quantitative information on the ef- trout is presented. Beaver dams were the cause. q LG Other observations: Increased water temperatures, fects of beaver on trout streams is given. siltation and the disappearance of trout are discussed 239. Mattis (1980) — This paper builds a case for beaver in streams of northeastern and north central Wiscon- ponds on Ws brooks a in Waicerness areas of sin. Beaver dams rap northern pike (Esoz pucis in northern Wisconsin, Michigan an innesota. spring ponds where they clean out the trout Ponds allow small fish to attain larger sizes than in population. 
the stream proper. This article is based on the fishing *310. Reid (1952) — This paper is the result of the author’s experiences of the author. Spinning gear is recom- observations and research in the central Adirondacks mended using a slow retr leve over the stream chan- of New York (Whitney Park). Premier summer trout nel anda No. 1 or No. 2 spinner. Fishing in the rain fishing in a famous spring hole on a tributary of Lit- is excellent. tle Tupper Lake declined to zero within 5 years. In *254. Moyle (1951) — Past tree plantings, mostly willows, the 1/2-mile tributary, 14 beaver dams raised the had failed on beaver meadows and this investigation water temperature 16 F. Water temperature at the was undertaken to learn something about the chem- mouth was 2 F warmer than the main stream which 
istry of ground waters in such areas. Holes were dug it was supposed to cool. Chubs and shiners were 
with posthole auger and tiller’s spade on old beaver abundant in the tributary but trout were absent. In 
meadows and near beaver dams. The water table wes another ake ibutary: beaver dams within the first 
0 to 18 inches deep, and soil at 18 inches deep was mile barred trout from the upper reaches of the 
dryer than at the surface suggesting slow percola- Stream and the only gravel bottom suitable for 
tion. Peat layer was less than 1.5 ft thick and lay on spawning. Many 6-10 inch brook trout and a few up | rock fragments or clay. The vegetation of beaver to 13 inches were found above the dams, but none of 
meadows is described. No earthworms were present the 1 1/2- to 3-lb lake fish which should have been 21



there. Numerous trout from 1 1/2. to 3 Ib were taken snakes; (2) parasites such as strigeids (black spot 

in weirs several miles upstream after the beaver disease), gill lice and round worms become prevalent; 

dams were removed. Effects upon natural reproduc- (3) angler harvest of trout in beaver ponds increases 

| tion were not studied. Fishing was much improved during the first two years but by the fourth year is 

after the dam removals, however. essentially nil; (4) beaver destroy trout lakes by 

Other negative and positive effects of beaver on ‘raising water levels and changing the whole ecology 

trout, waterfowl and the local economy (pelt price) of the lake; (5) a beaver pond during the first year 

| are discussed. There was an accumulation of silt and supplies food, shade and cover superior to that of the 

 gand in the stream as a result of large amounts of natural stream, supplies at least 2 years of good fish- 
mud used in dam construction. Mats of woody debris ing, is an effective winter abode for trout on certain 

remaining from old dams and feed beds held accumu- shallow streams (before the onset of severe stagna- 

lations of silt and must be removed to enable the tion), and increases food production for some dis- 

stream to scour down to the original substrates. tance downstream on impoverished, especially sandy 

*390. Rupp (1954) — The study was conducted in the vicin- reams; 6) beaver pon “hi indispensable in Main- : 

ity of five beaver dams within a 1/4-mile reach of the adic g Fst came fl rout Ms te L ke e. s ort, nigh 

stream. The largest dam held a 3-ft head while others Br hea s create fichine A ° : ake cisted © for 

held from 0.5- to 1.5-ft heads. Estimated age of dams (7) beaver create fishing where none existed belore 
; in tiny spring trickles dammed to form trout ponds. 

was 8-10 years. Beaver dams presented a serious ob- g 
uggestions for beaver trout management are given 

stacle to trout movements but were unimportant 8 . : . | 
. . . . . . which include trapping, routine and systematized re- ' 

since spawning, shelter, feeding and wintering areas 1 of b q d habitat i t : 

were well distributed throughout the stream. Esti- techni of beaver dams, and habitat lnprovemen 
; . : echniques. | , 

mated unit area production of bottom organisms was | : 

poorer in the beaver ponds than in the stream, but 325. Salyer (1935b) — The May-June issue (pp. 39, 47, 48) 

the beaver had so increased the bottom area that to- deals with beaver control by trapping. A spring sea- 

tal production of the stream section was more than son between March 5 and March 25 is recommended 

doubled. Forage fishes appeared to be more abun- along with the rationale behind it. The season should 

dant in the beaver ponds than in the stream and con- never exceed 15 days in the Lower Peninsula. The 

stituted an unexpectedly high percentage of the food July-August issue (pp. 55, 62-64) deals with control 

of 6-10 inch brook trout taken in the ponds. Measur- of beaver by blowing out dams and establishing min- 

able but not serious water quality reductions were imum habitat requirements on trout streams. Beaver 

found in and below the beaver pond; i.e, higher tem- dams should be removed in the spring of the 5th year 

peratures, higher COo, lower D.O. and lower pH. since the greatest utility of beaver ponds to both bea- 

Numerous springs in the bottom of the Sunkhaze ver and trout ceases after the 4th year of mutual oc- 

beaver ponds may have prevented the development cupation. If done correctly, complete recovery from. 

of more adverse conditions. the effects of the pond will occur within 10 years dat- 

*324. Salyer (1935a) — This paper summarizes research ing from the first year of pond existence. 

findings based on both observational and experimen- The methods of removing dams are discussed. 

tal methods in Michigan trout streams from Septem- Recommendations include the following: (1) any 

ber 1933 to September 1934. Beaver dams, regardless time a dam is a barrier to successful spawning, it 

of size and age, reduced dissolved oxygen with effects should be removed regardless of the time of year; 

ranging from the elimination of every living organ- (2) if dams are longer than 30 ft, a section 25-30 ft 

ism to essentially no effect. The pH of beaver ponds long should always be blown out, preferably at the 

decreases with age and in several instances water was point of the original stream channel; (3) keep one- 

so acid that trout survival was doubtful. Bad physi- third of the headwater tributaries clear of beaver ac- 

eal-chemical conditions rendered trout from a tivity; (4) blow every dam at least once in 4 years, 

number of streams unpalatable. Beaver impound- and all inactive dams should be removed; 

ments of a half acre or more caused a rise in stream (5) streams with little swamp reserve should be kept 

temperature from one to several degrees, but this almost, if not entirely, clear of beaver ponds; (6) any 

was of secondary importance in the ultimate effects dam impounding an excellent spring should be re- 

of beaver on trout waters. Cooling of spring water in moved immediately as it will destroy the spring 

early winter due to the increased exposure of the within one year; (7) streams with a long and contin- 

water to air was more serious, because it cooled the ual history of beaver occupancy had best be given 

stream temperature below the “‘spawning threshold’’ over completely to beaver as long as the food supply 

in miles of brook and brown trout water. Suffocation lasts, since they are beyond recovery for centuries, 

of fish food organisms and previously spawned trout (8) dams on trout streams flowing through grassy 

eggs occurs from silt deposition below beaver dams savanna-type country should be kept very infre- 

following high water or injudiciously blown dams. quent; and (9) dams on rivers with heavy flow can 

Results of fish tagging showed that trout do not pass be left for years if they show no tendency to sod in 

upstream over the ordinary dam. Survival of trout and if there are spawning tributaries available to 

eggs within 400 yds below a beaver dam was poor due trout between dams. The above recommendations 

to silting and low dissolved oxygen of water from ice- and conclusions apply in states such as Minnesota, 

sealed ponds. On the headwaters of one river studied, Wisconsin and Michigan as a whole and to the low- 

3 years of beaver occupancy reduced available land and glaciated streams of the New England 

spawning area to 100 yds of suitable stream. Stream states. They should not be applied to typical alpine 

sections used repeatedly by beaver were generally beaver meadows in western mountains and the 

permanently widened and made shallow with a per- higher New England and other eastern mountain 

sistent sandy sump after the dams were out. Other streams. Beaver are a definite asset in the latter 

positive and negative aspects of beaver and beaver Cases. 

ponds included the following: (1) beaver ponds con- 340. Shaw (1948) — The author discusses the history of 

centrated trout and increased predator pressure from beaver in Massachusetts and their life history, ad- 

22 herons, kingfishers, bitterns, turtles and water ministration and management within the state. The



only quantitative information relative to the beaver- mental on slow streams, whereas on faster waters 

trout controversy is in Section VII, “The Beaver— they may be a decided aid in trout production. Bea- 

Friend or Foe’’. At the Sanctuary in Lennox, “‘the ver generally establish themselves on the slow 

normal stream below the beaver ponds could support streams in most areas. That is where most of the 

trout, whereas the ponds themselves were too low in | damage occurs from the work of nuisance beavers.”’ 

oxygen (3.6 ppm) and too high in temperatures (72- | | 
76 F) for normal trout existence.”’ 393. Wilde, Youngberg, and Hovind (1950) — This study 

343. Shetter and Whalls (1955) — The reestablishment of ree ote Bate, » removal County, Wisconsin in 
the Fuller Creek dam (to impound 14.6-acre Fuller . , 

Pond) ralued midnummer water amperatures fom ety cae (Cores 20m an te 
average daily water temperatures was sbecuved pen birch move in after a few years. On peat or muck 

aly by significantly higher average air temper Se tee at manele aban ook 
ee ena ae gained wiv sls intermediate. The etabishment of aspen on 

inferred to have been a significantly lower average fine textured soils is usually accompanied by balsam 
discharge rate during the post-treatment period. No fir. 7 
change in angling quality for brook trout based on Under conditions of stagnation or sluggish drainage, 
catch/hour occurred, probably because temperatures the back water of the flowage acquires strongly acid 
even after the increase were well within the limits of reaction and loses most of its electrolytes. The 
physiological tolerance by brook trout. ground water of previously flooded lands was defi- | 

348. Smith and Knudsen (1955) — This paper deals pri- cient in oxygen and possessed a low oxidation-reduc- 
marily with the type and frequency of beaver com- tion potential. This indicates that removal of beaver 

plaints received during the mid-1930’s through the dams drains the flowage only superficially but not in- 

late 1950’s. Trout streams are the usual sites for fish ter nally. Extremely low negative values of the redox 

complaints against beaver and beaver dams. Beaver potential reveal an envir onment favorable for the de- 

also cause trouble for fish hatcheries by blocking, Peropmnent of anaerobic microorganisms Whose meta. 
flooding and/or diverting water. No quantitative in- life y-P re nignly | 

#958 ae aoa "gS ted. . With deoxidation comes saturation of soil with toxic 
- Sprules ( ) uramary: “swamp gases” including H9S. HoS reacts with fer- _ 

(1) Whena section of stream characterized by rubble ric compounds in the soil to produce soluble ferrous 
bottom and a rapid flow was changed into a slow- iron which in turn “‘ties up” phosphorus in an insolu- 
flowing pool through flooding by a beaver dam, a net ble form. In general, impoverishment of soil in avail- 
numerical decrease in the insect population resulted able nutrients and its enrichment in growth-inhib- 
in the period immediately following the change. iting substances are characteristic of flowage 
(2) Ephemeroptera, Trichoptera, Plecoptera and bottoms exposed by drainage. | 
miscellaneous Diptera groups were decreased in Toxic substances generated in the soil by inundated 
numbers while the Chironomidae were increased. water cause a partial destruction of mycorrhizal 

(3) Species dependent on lotic conditions were re- fungi. The absence of the latter may be the major 
duced in number or wiped out of the area completely factor retarding the reinvasion of the drained flow- 
following construction of the dam, while species typi- age area by trees. 

cally associated with lentic conditions were A rise in the ground water table depresses growth of 
introduced. forest stands on neighboring lowlands either by par- 
(4) The change in the insect population was corre- tial ‘‘drowning’”’ of root systems or decreased aera- 
lated with decreased rate of flow of water and the | tion of soil; there is a limited benefit to neighboring 
physical factors associated with this such as «in- uplands. When a dam is removed, the alteration of 
creased depth, and deposition of sand and silt which the ground water causes greater damage than flood- 

filled the interstitial spaces on the rubble bottom. ing. The rapid change in ground water level creates 

359. Stephansky (1950) — No quantitative information is © danger of drought injury and generally decreased the 
provided. This paper reiterates the types of com- growth of affected forest stands on both upland and 

plaints received by the Michigan Department of lowland sites. 
Conservation against beaver. The arguments of It appears more advisable to spend time and effort in 

sportsmen and conservation administrators for and preventing settlement of the beaver colony in unde- 

against beaver on trout streams are discussed. “In sirable locations rather than in removing the estab- 
most instances, Michigan’s beaver dams seem detri- lished dam. 
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